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Chad Parsons

From: Richard Schweickert <rschweickert@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 16, 2017 7:05 PM
To: Chad Parsons; Chad Parsons
Subject: Comments on IP/MND of July, 2017
Attachments: PLE COMMENTS ON TUD CEQA submitted.docx

Note to Chad Parsons, TUD, Horizon, Pace, and others: 

  

Phoenix Lake Enterprises (PLE) strongly supports the PLPRP and recognizes the potential benefits of this 
project for the Phoenix Lake community and for Tuolumne County. This stage of the review process is 
important because it represents the first time the public has been encouraged to comment on the entire project in 
addition to responding to the assertions about the CEQA checklist. As owners of land along the northeast side 
of the lake and along Sullivan Creek, which will be strongly affected by the project, we have had numerous 
discussions with project staff and we take this document seriously. Utilizing our 40+ years of professional 
background in geology and sedimentology, we have given this document careful scientific review.  

  

We believe this is a good first draft, but it seems somewhat incomplete in a number of areas. We provide 
extensive comments here to assist in improving the project plan, and to make the CEQA document more 
accurate, complete, compatible with the goals of CEQA, and responsive to the interests and concerns of 
property owners. 

  

Overall, our main concerns about the document include the following:  

      Sullivan Creek, the principal tributary to and source of sediment in Phoenix Lake, receives 
insufficient attention in the plan and in the environmental checklist; 

      There is no discussion of the possibility that soils in the project area may have been contaminated 
from tributaries, nor does there appear to have been adequate planning for the possibility of 
contaminated soils 

      There is no active plan to reduce the High Fire Hazard of the project area 

      Several checklist items, for which TUD concludes there will be no significant impact, lack 
foundation for this conclusion in that they have no detailed description or plan 

o   These include: fire hazard and mitigation, hazardous material handling, & impacts on 
wetlands.  
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Our comments (attached) are grouped into three subject areas, Problems with factual background (p. 2-6 
below), Issues with the plan (p. 7-10 below), and Issues with TUD's treatment of the CEQA checklist (p. 10-13 
below). Some overlap exists between these subject areas. 

  

We look forward to future discussions with project staff about these and other matters related to the project. 

 

Stan Parrish 

Rich Schweickert 

Susan Schweickert 

obo/Phoenix Lake Enterprises 
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PLE COMMENTS ON TUD CEQA DOCUMENT OF JULY 2017 

AUGUST 16, 2017 

Note to Chad Parsons, TUD, Horizon, Pace, and others: 

Phoenix Lake Enterprises (PLE) strongly supports the PLPRP and recognizes the 

potential benefits of this project for the Phoenix Lake community and for Tuolumne 

County. This stage of the review process is important because it represents the first time 

the public has been encouraged to comment on the entire project in addition to 

responding to the assertions about the CEQA checklist. As owners of land along the 

northeast side of the lake and along Sullivan Creek, which will be strongly affected by 

the project, we have had numerous discussions with project staff and we take this 

document seriously. Utilizing our 40+ years of professional background in geology and 

sedimentology, we have given this document careful scientific review.  

We believe this is a good first draft, but it seems somewhat incomplete in a number of 

areas. We provide extensive comments here to assist in improving the project plan, and to 

make the CEQA document more accurate, complete, compatible with the goals of CEQA, 

and responsive to the interests and concerns of property owners. 

Overall, our main concerns about the document include the following: 

• Sullivan Creek, the principal tributary to and source of sediment in Phoenix

Lake, receives insufficient attention in the plan and in the environmental

checklist;

• There is no discussion of the possibility that soils in the project area may have

been contaminated from tributaries, nor does there appear to have been

adequate planning for the possibility of contaminated soils

• There is no active plan to reduce the High Fire Hazard of the project area

• Several checklist items, for which TUD concludes there will be no significant

impact, lack foundation for this conclusion in that they have no detailed

description or plan

o These include: fire hazard and mitigation, hazardous material

handling, & impacts on wetlands.

Our comments below are grouped into three subject areas, Problems with factual 

background (p. 2-6 below), Issues with the plan (p. 7-10 below), and Issues with TUD's 

treatment of the CEQA checklist (p. 10-13 below). Some overlap exists between these 

subject areas. 

We look forward to future discussions with project staff about these and other matters 

related to the project. 
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Problems with factual background 

1. p. 2-1--part 2.1--First paragraph--The generalized history here is misleading. Historic

maps (1862, 1879, 1886, 1891, 1896, and 1908) show that dams and reservoirs built in

the 1850's and 1860's and referred to as reservoirs of Tuolumne County Water Company

or "Phoenix" reservoir, were in locations different from the present reservoir, which only

shows on historic maps in its present location after about 1891.

p. 2-3--the 2nd paragraph describing Sullivan Creek is inaccurate--Sullivan Creek does

not flow through eastern Sonora. Perhaps the document could say "East Sonora, an

unincorporated area".

p. 2-9--Area 2--Wetland Complex--areas 2A and 2B are not explained or described.

p. 2-19--"TUD will include in construction specifications the requirement that any fill
imported to the site must be asbestos free."
Here and on p. 3-57 imported fill is mentioned. Please explain. Is this road-base fill for

haul roads or construction roads? Does imported fill include material that will be needed

for soil amendments?

2. p. 3-20--Biological resources--marsh, wetlands--No information is provided in this

document on USACE findings about wetlands in the project area.

p. 3-29--No information is given on fisheries. This document should state that fish taken

from tributaries and Phoenix Lake are safe for human consumption.

3. p. 3-45--part c. Paleontologic resource or site--Here, the document incorrectly states

that the project area is underlain by basalt. As noted in chapter 2 and on p. 3-48 (and in

PLPRP, 2012), bedrock in the region is between Sonora and Twain Harte is Mesozoic

(actually Jurassic) granitic rock.

4. p. 3-61--Hydrology and water quality--this document seems to ignore the connection

between water quality of tributary streams and the character of sediment carried to the

lake by its tributaries.

p. 3-62--no data is provided on water quality for Phoenix Lake or its upstream tributaries,

Sullivan Creek, Powerhouse Creek, and Chicken Creek ("Power Creek" is correctly

named "Powerhouse Creek" or, in some documents, "Powerhouse Stream" (see below)).

Water quality is a major omission, as serious issues along these creeks may have 

impacted the waters and sediments transmitted by them. Surely TUD has existing data on 

water quality in these waterways. Available data includes the following: 

Powerhouse Creek: Powerhouse Creek has had a hydroelectric powerhouse operating 

since 1898, about 119 years. Possible contamination from such facilities includes spills of 

diesel fuel, asbestos insulation, PCB's from leaky transformers, etc. 

A January 8, 2010--Calif. PUC to PGE Advice letter 3067-G/3565-E, referring to 

"Phoenix Hydroelectric Generation Facility" at Lyons-Bald Mountain Road, Phoenix River 

[sic], Tuolumne County, California, states:  
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"A Phase I environmental site assessment performed in October 1997 
identified historical operations within the FERC boundary at PG&E’s Phoenix 
Hydroelectric Generation Facility that may have resulted in a release of fuel 
hydrocarbons, PCBs, lead from lead-based paint and other chemicals." 

This finding is identical to that for at least 11 other powerhouses operated by 

PG&E. If it can be concluded that pollutants from the powerhouse area have 
not affected lower Powerhouse Creek or sediments within Phoenix Lake, 
then this analysis or rationale should be provided. 

Chicken Creek: Wastes from a turkey ranching operation were released into the 

creek during parts of 2010 and 2011. The Union Democrat reported on Dec. 2, 2011 that 

Diestel Turkey Ranch had been cited by CRWQCB for releases of slaughterhouse wastes 

into Chicken Creek. The Union Democrat on May 11, 2012 reported that on Dec. 12, 

2010, poultry manure was released into Chicken Creek by Diestel Turkey Ranch, which 

paid a settlement fee of $22,000 in April, 2012. On Dec. 14, 2010, staff from the State 

Department of Fish & Game and Tuolumne County health department observed waste 

water from an unlined pond draining into Chicken Creek. On Jan. 7, 2011, officials from 

the regional water control board, Fish & Game, and TUD inspected and concluded that 

manure and waste water were ending up in tributaries of Chicken Creek. The May 2012 

Union Democrat report added that high levels of ammonia were detected in Chicken 

Creek, consistent with poultry manure. Additionally, California Regional Water Quality 

Control Board Central Valley Region Order R5-2013-0112, dated July 26, 2013, reports 

that wastewater at the turkey ranch site includes at least nine organic chemicals, including 

degreasers, detergents, disinfectants, flocculants, and foaming agents. If it can be 
concluded that pollutants from the turkey ranch area have not affected lower 
Chicken Creek or sediments within Phoenix Lake, then this analysis or rationale 
should be provided. 

Sullivan Creek: A TUD sewage spill on February 20-21, 2017 was reported in the Union 

Democrat on February 21 and 22, 2017, noting that at least 222,000 gallons spilled in a 

24-hour period (this figure was reduced to 173,000 gallons in an unpublished March 7,

2017 letter from TUD to the Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board).

According to the Union Democrat articles,

"A failed valve at the Tuolumne Utilities District wastewater treatment plant 
in Twain Harte caused sewage to be discharged to two drying beds which 
filled, overflowed to an onsite pond, and in turn released partially treated 
effluent to Twain Harte Creek, according to a TUD statement distributed at 
3:45 p.m. Tuesday." 

Twain Harte Creek joins Sullivan Creek downstream. Drying beds hold solid sewage 

waste or sludge, and onsite ponds include partially treated sewage. As noted in online 

reports and the EPA website,  

"The EPA's 2009 Targeted National Sewage Sludge Survey concluded that all 
sewage sludge contains toxic and hazardous materials, including large 
numbers of endocrine disruptors. The Targeted National Sewage Sludge 
Survey results are described in two EPA reports published in 2009." 

Reported toxic and hazardous substances include metals, PAH's, pharmaceuticals, 

steroids and hormones, fire retardants, and pesticides; microbes include pathogenic 
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bacteria and protozoans. The March 7 letter (above) reported analyses of water samples 

along downstream Sullivan Creek (but not Phoenix Lake) that showed elevated fecal 

coliform levels for several days, and which then returned to normal levels. Apparently, 

the testing did not include other chemicals or metal species. 

If it can be concluded that pollutants from the Twain Harte sewage spill have 
not adversely affected Sullivan Creek or sediments within Phoenix Lake, 
then this analysis or rationale should be provided. 

Such contamination events on tributary creeks to Phoenix Lake should be addressed, and 

sampling strategies should be designed to detect the various types of expected 

contaminants in lake sediments (see comments below). Alternatively, rationales for 

ignoring such contamination events should be provided. If contaminants from the past 

150 years of human occupation are detected in the sediment samples, additional planning 

efforts, such as contaminant removal and disposal of contaminated sediment, will be 

required. 

5. p. 3-62--The water quality of Sullivan Creek downstream from Phoenix Lake is

misrepresented here and incorrect speculations are given.

Under section 3.9 Hydrology and Water Quality, the data cited is misinterpreted. 
"SWCRB has listed Sullivan Creek, from Phoenix Lake to the Don Pedro 
Reservoir, as impaired for Escherichia coli (E. coli) bacteria. The source of E. 
coli is unknown."  

The CEQA document speculates that upstream land uses above Phoenix Lake may be the 

cause of contamination. However, in detail, the cited SWCRB report states that between 

2003 and 2004, 24 samples were collected on Sullivan Creek at Algerine Road; 8 of the 

24 samples exceeded limits for E. coli. 

We note that these 13-14 year old results are from samples that were collected 7-8 miles 

downstream from Phoenix Lake. Because several large subdivisions, businesses along 

and near CA 108, and extensive pasture lands exist along Sullivan Creek between 

Phoenix Lake and Algerine Road, it is highly unlikely that these data have any bearing on 

present-day water quality of Phoenix Lake or upstream areas. 

From comments at the August 2, 2017 public meeting, it appears that TUD needs to do a 

better job of recording stream flow data and sampling and analyzing water from Phoenix 

Lake and its tributary creeks. At that meeting TUD officials told the gathering that they 

had no streamflow data for Sullivan Creek. However, according to the PLPRP (2012), 
"The TUD maintains stream gauges on Sullivan Creek upstream of Phoenix Lake 
at Paseo de Los Portales, and downstream of the lake at Meadow Brook Drive. 
The creek stage data for these gauges extends back to 2010. Rating curves for 
these stream gauges are discussed in Technical Appendix I of the PLPRP." 

PLPRP, p. 2-8; Technical Appendix 2. 

In Table 1 of Appendix 2, 7.3 cfs was measured at the upper gaging station on February 

2, 2011, and 145.3 cfs was measured at the upper gaging station on March 25, 2011. No 

analysis of this data was provided in the CEQA document. If any additional data exists, it 

should be presented and discussed in this document. 
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6. p. 3-63--Sediment characteristics--

This document does not appear to address the relation between lake sediment and

sediment delivered by tributary creeks. As noted above, to characterize sediment,

sediment sampling strategies should have been designed to detect contaminants known to

have been introduced into tributary creeks.

The sampling program does not appear to have been carefully thought out.

More samples are needed to cover areas missed and to assess effects of 2017 pollution 

events described above. Samples should be distributed more widely to test for 

contamination in all areas to be dredged or disturbed by the project; sediment from every 

tributary should be sampled. Ideally, only the uppermost few inches of material deposited 

during the past 150 years of human occupation should be analyzed for traces of 

contamination, including organic compounds. For samples or cores extending below into 

pre-historic sediment, a reconnaissance style of analysis would be adequate to evaluate 

overall character of sediment and suitability of use with soil amendments for agricultural 

purposes. 

From information presented here, the sampling protocols do not appear to have been 

designed to detect hazardous organic chemicals.  

As to existing individual sample sites, how were sample splits for analysis taken from 

vibracores and/or auger holes--it is important to describe which part(s) of the sediment 

column have been analyzed and why. 

Reference samples from Cedar Ridge Apple Ranch (CRAR) and Summers property (SP) 

are from disturbed sites or sites that have been modified by agricultural practices or 

previous sediment disposal. Figure 3 of Holdredge & Kull (2016) shows that samples 

CRAR REF 01-04 all were taken from existing orchard areas, which would not be 

characterized as undisturbed sites. Similarly, samples SP REF 01 and 02 were taken from 

the area of sediment fill deposited in 1986, not undisturbed sites. 

The data presented needs more discussion and analysis. More discussion of results in 

Tables WQ-1 and WQ-2 is needed. What do the elevated values signify?  

See comments below under Tables WQ-1 and WQ-2. 

7. Problems with figures:

Fig.1-1--does not explain contours or contour interval; colors on map are not 

explained; no caption is provided 

Fig.1-2--creeks are not shown within the project area, yet they are critical to 

project descriptions; no caption given 

"Power Creek" on this and later figures is correctly named "Powerhouse 

Creek"--see Foothill & Francis (2012), p. 4.30, 4.33, and other historic  

documents 

p. 2-7--Fig. 2-1--lacks a caption; heavy dashed lines need explanation; contours

not labeled or explained; property lines are lines with long-short dashes 

Figs. 2-1 and 2-3 do not show detail where Chicken Creek is diverted into 

the North Pool; this is only shown in Fig. F-3, Appendix F. 
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p. 2-11--Fig. 2-2 (a better copy is Fig. 4, Appendix F)--needs a caption; colors in

figure are not explained, e.g., gray, pale green, pale yellow); contours are 

not labeled or explained 

p. 2-13--Fig. 2-3--label Chicken Creek, Powerhouse Creek, Sullivan Creek

p. 3-23--Fig. 3-1--vegetation communities--error in labeling: smartweed wetland

west of Sullivan Creek should be labeled "SW"; presently labeled as 

"KW" 

p. 3-65--Fig. 3-3--as in other figures, Sullivan Creek is not shown within the

project area 

note that there is no sample coverage of wetlands area 2B (Fig. 2-1)  

southeast of Sullivan Creek or of areas between Powerhouse Creek and 

Chicken Creek, where the North Pool is to be excavated (these facts  

should be stated explicitly in the text).  

p. 3-80--Fig 3-4--land use designations--Sullivan Creek is not shown in the

project area. What is the source and authority for this map? Each land-use 

category shown on this map must be explained, and limitations provided  

on land use described, in a caption or in the text. 

7. Problems with Tables:

Table WQ-1--p. 3-67. Issues: The data in Table WQ-1 needs more detailed 

discussion. CRAR and Summers Property background/reference samples are from 

disturbed areas, and are not true background values--aren't these the wrong basis for 

comparison? 

As noted above, the samples reported here and in Fig. 3.3 do not reflect effects of 2017 

flooding events or the February 2017 sewage spill. Before reaching any broad 

conclusions about sediment characteristics, new samples need to be taken.  

Each sample listed in the table is a composite of several samples, many taken over 

broad areas; are composite values meaningful? Please explain the rationale/justification 

for compositing samples from widely spaced sample sites. 
For example, using Figures 2-2 and 3-3, samples PL-A2 include 3 widely separated 

samples from Sullivan Creek and its delta; PL-A3 includes 4 samples from the former 

outflow area of Chicken Creek; PL-A4 includes 2 samples from the sand bar and the east 

pool; PL-A5 includes 4 samples from the south pool near the dam; PL-A6 includes 7 

samples from a variety of sites extending from the boot area to the east pool to the sand 

bar or central pool.  

Compositing of PL-A4 and A6, in particular, makes it impossible to interpret these 

results. Composite sample PL-A3 probably should be chemically similar to the SP-REF 

since sediment at the SP site was dredged in 1986 from areas near sample sites A3; yet, 

PL-A3 is notably higher in nearly every metal than SP-REF. This anomaly requires some 

explanation; could elevated metals values in PL-A3 reflect contamination from the turkey 

ranch on Chicken Creek? 

Table WQ-2--p. 3-68-69. "De-ionized water waste extraction tests."  

Issues: the protocol needs further explanation and the data needs more detailed 

discussion.  

How do these tests relate to the data in Table WQ-1?  

9-21,
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The same problems of compositing samples exist for Table WQ-2 as discussed above for 

Table WQ-1. 

Issues with the plan 

1. There is a notable lack of focus on the principal source of sediment for the project area,

Sullivan Creek.

See quote from ESA-FWA 2007--p. 2-1-- 

"The County’s Foothill Watershed Assessment (ESA 2007) also highlighted 
problems in the Phoenix Lake watershed. The assessment included a 
sediment budget for the Sullivan Creek watershed, which encompasses 
approximately two‐thirds of the Phoenix Lake watershed. This study 
concluded that the erosion rates in the Sullivan Creek watershed were 
nearly 10 times greater than undisturbed conditions, and sediment delivery 
to the stream network was more than 20 times the natural condition (ESA 
2007). 

Also, in Appendix F, a July 5, 2017 letter from Ron Rovansek (Pace) to Kevin Fisher 

(Horizon), states: 
"Sullivan Creek is the largest natural tributary of Phoenix Lake and the 
largest source of sediment to the lake."   

The IS/MND ignores this fact.  Why? We do not believe trapping sediment in the 

North Pool is an adequate solution to mitigating the enormous volume of 

sediment carried by Sullivan Creek due to erosion of its channel walls in 

the area of Fig. 2-2. 

Further, data exists that has been ignored in this project plan and the overall CEQA 

document. 

This data shows that Sullivan Creek is actively eroding its channel walls in the project 

area and immediately upstream. A photo survey of Sullivan Creek in the area of Fig. 2.1 

(prepared by Phoenix Lake Enterprises in November, 2016, and provided to TUD in 

December, 2016) shows unstable, undercut banks of the creek and collapse of numerous 

mature trees into the creek channel, both testifying to vigorous erosion along the creek 

directly upstream of the so-called project area. Additionally, recent observations 

concerning effects of 2017 flooding along Sullivan Creek and loss of mature trees in and 

near the project area were made by TUD officials and property owners during a site 

meeting on June 2, 2017. At that meeting, TUD officials were provided with photos of 

flooding along Sullivan Creek in February, 2017. 

With this and other existing data in mind, and the facts that the plan envisions 

stabilization efforts on both Chicken and Powerhouse creeks, which are minor 

contributors of sediment, the project area should include upstream parts of Sullivan Creek 

in Fig. 2-2 and stabilization work along this major creek should be part of the plan. 

2. The Pace model in Appendix F which is interpreted to show a lack of impact on

Sullivan Creek by proposed new work appears to be flawed or needs much more

information and discussion (see detailed comments in a later section).

9-23,
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3. p. 2-5--although lands within Phoenix Lake are owned by TUD and other property

owners, there is no mention of construction easements or indemnification of private land

owners; when will these steps be taken?

4. p. 2-7--Fig. 2.1; contours are not explained, no caption is provided; no details are

provided on the area 2-wetland complexes. The area designated as Area 2b wetland, for

example, has essentially been unchanged during the past 73 years, from comparison of a

1944 aerial photo (in PLPRP, 2012) and a 2016 aerial photo. It is noteworthy that the

lands where wetland area 2b are planned for development are unique in that they are

submerged at high lake levels but are exposed as pasture lands when lake level is low

(below about 2381 feet).

5. p. 2-11--Fig. 2.2--the scale is not labeled in feet; contours are not explained, no

caption; what are structures in gray color?

This figure needs more discussion; at this point it appears to be a poor design of ponds

and channels. The design of a drop structure and North Pool does not seem adequate to

handle high-runoff events on Sullivan Creek; in particular, the narrow partition or levee

between the North Pool and wetland complex 2A hardly seems adequate to handle high-

runoff events along Sullivan Creek.

Why is Powerhouse Creek routed parallel to the northeast side of the North Pool?

To reduce Sullivan Creek flow into the North Pool, shouldn't Powerhouse Creek be

directed to enter the North Pool near its north edge?

Questions were raised about the design of ponds and channels in the wetlands 2b area,

and the possibility of stagnation, at the August 2, 2017 public meeting.

The diversion of Chicken Creek into the North Pool (shown only in Fig. F-3) is not

discussed. As shown, it involves a right-angle bend in the channel, which is likely to lead

to great instability of the channel in that area. This aspect of the plan requires discussion

and more careful planning.

6. p. 2-13--Fig. 2-3 and 2-15--A new, high-cost plan is shown here for Chicken Creek.

There are many potential engineering problems with deepening and straightening of

Chicken Creek. This section needs more description and discussion. Also, as noted

earlier, soils or sediment within both Chicken Creek and Powerhouse Creek may

potentially contain contamination. If so, contingent plans need to be made for handling

and disposal of such materials.

Soils disposal 

Is disposal of >500,000 cubic yards of dredged sediment compatible with homestead 

residential zoning of CRAR and Summers property? There needs to be some explanation 

of this point (also see comments on zoning below). 

Existing agreements between TUD and CRAR and TUD and Summers state that TUD 

will take care of soil amendments. Yet soil amendments are not discussed in this 

document. There would appear to be important related issues needing clarification or 

discussion, including ongoing soils testing during construction, transport of chemicals 

into the project area, materials handling, staging of sediment for mixing with needed 

chemicals, and associated costs. 
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7. p.  2-16, section 2.7--Project Implementation--there is no discussion/description of

how sediment and turbidity generated during excavation will be kept from the Operations

Pool.

p. 2-17--Table 2-2--placement/disposal of sediment or soils should be shown as project

components in both years, along with carrying out soil amendments.

There appears to be no planning for high-runoff events during the winter between yr1 and

yr2 dredging; what, exactly, are winterization and BMP maintenance?

If the lake is drained for almost 2 years, what will be the alternative water supply for 

TUD customers? Can they be sourced entirely from Powerhouse Creek?  What 

commitments exist between PGE and TUD for maintaining a predictable release from 

Phoenix powerhouse? According to PLPRP (2012, p. 2-8),  

"water is transferred from Lyons Reservoir on the South Fork Stanislaus via 
the Main Tuolumne Canal to a penstock that connects to PG&E’s Phoenix 
Powerhouse. Between 4 and 30 cfs is regularly passed through the 
powerhouse and discharged to Power [sic] Creek. The TUD is able to divert a 
portion of the additional water released to Power [sic] Creek to its water 
supply treatment and distribution system through a system of canals and 
pipes that bypass Phoenix Lake. The water remaining in Power [sic] Creek is 
discharged to Phoenix Lake." 

Additionally, Tuolumne Utilities District--South Fork Stanislaus River Water Supply 

Reliability Project Technical Memorandum #1, 2009, p. E-2, reports that the Main canal 

carries a maximum of about about 43 cfs, of which part goes to Phoenix Powerhouse. 

p. 2-17--Phase 1 should be preceded by extensive new soils sampling and testing, in late

2017

p. 2-17--Table 2-2--Sullivan and Powerhouse Creek diversions are mentioned in April-

May, both years; what and where will the diversions be done and how, exactly??

p. 2-18--dewatering, stream diversion, relocation of aquatic life--here there is

acknowledgement of possible disturbance by flow bypass mechanisms and restoration

and recontouring, but no specifics are provided

8. p. 2-21--Table 2-3--Permits needed

There is no estimated schedule for acquisition of permits; no mention of USACE findings

or deliberations.

Since zoning variances may be necessary for operations on specific parcels of land, won't

permits or approvals be needed from other Tuolumne County agencies such as

Community Resource Agency, Planning Department, Environmental Health Department,

Engineering Department, and Board of Supervisors?

9. p. 2-22 to 2-27--BMP list

BMP-5--Existing Hazardous Materials (this is also discussed on p. 3-55ff)--no 

specifics are provided here; the entire issue is left to an unspecified contractor to develop 

a plan. What if some of the dredged sediment is found to be unsuitable for placement at 
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CRAR or Summers properties? Where will the disposal of hazardous or unsuitable 

materials be done? 

BMP-13--Fire Response Plan (also discussed on p. 3-57ff)--again, no specifics are 

provided and the entire issue is left to an unspecified contractor to develop a plan. There 

appears to be no active fire risk reduction plan, instead, this section seems only to pertain 

to fires during or caused by construction activities. 

10. p. 3-1 Chapter 3--CEQA checklist

Visual character--note public comments at a public meeting on August 2, 2017, which

indicated a public preference for control of tules in selected areas to enhance scenic

values and also to aid in reducing the fire hazard.

11. p. 3-7, section 3.2 Agricultural resources--the document concludes that there will be

no conflicts with agricultural zoning (this topic is also discussed on p. 3-35, Goal 4.j.1)

p. 3-8--b. says some parcels east of the lake are zoned AE-37 but proposed projects do

not affect use of these parcels--however, Figs. 2-1 and 2-2 show possible dredging on

agricultural land; TUD needs to assess how or if this will impact present agricultural use

of this land (also see comment below on addressing land use designations shown in Fig.

3-4).

12. p. 3-21--Riverine habitat--Sullivan Creek is not included here, yet it is similar to

Chicken and Powerhouse creeks, both of which are described as having straightened

channels with steep banks and a sand bed. In addition, the straightening of these creek

channels needs to be discussed. When was it done and why?

13. p. 3-23--Fig. 3.1--error in labeling: smartweed wetland west of Sullivan Creek should

be labeled "SW"; it is presently labeled as "KW"

14. p. 3-32, Table BIO-1 is incomplete, as it does not address Sullivan Creek

15. p. 3-33 and 3-34--part c. refers to Mitigation Measures BIO-5a and BIO-5b for

CRAR and Summers property; these are vague promises to do compensatory mitigation if

necessary, but no specific areas or problems are designated. No findings by the USACE

are cited. There is no mention of additional budget issues or timing required for obtaining

permits.

Issues with TUD's treatment of the CEQA checklist 

This document concludes there will be no significant impacts on any of the checklist 

items. However, 

1. no specifics are provided for the Hazardous Waste handling plan.

2. no specifics are provided for the Fire Hazard prevention plan.

9-40,
cont.
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3. Hydrology and water quality

p. 3-74--Effects on hydrology, existing drainage channels, c.
"Hydrologic and hydraulic analyses were conducted to evaluate the potential 
for erosion and flooding to occur as a result of the proposed channel 
modifications. The methods and results of the hydrologic and hydraulic 
analyses are provided in Appendix F. The analyses concluded that the water 
surface and water velocity immediately upstream of the proposed 
improvements would change only by small amounts for a range of high flow 
events (2‐year to 100‐year floods), with decreasing changes progressing 
upstream. Within 250 feet of the upstream limit of proposed modifications 
the analysis indicates that the water surface elevation and water velocity 
will be equivalent to existing conditions for most storm events, with only 
small increases in velocity (less than 0.25 feet per second) anticipated 
during a 2‐year peak storm flow. The small changes in water surface and 
velocity are not likely to further destabilize the channel bed or banks and 
would not result in substantial changes to channels [sic] conditions 
upstreamof the proposed work areas. Thus, the Proposed Project alteration 
of the Sullivan and Power Creeks at the North Pool transition would not 
cause substantial erosion and the impact is considered lessthan‐ 
significant." 

This section, which is based on modeling and diagrams in Appendix F, needs 

documentation for the modeling package, HEC-RAS v. 5.0.3 (USACE Hydrologic 

Engineering Center, River Analysis System), and more detailed explanation of the model 

and its inputs, including assumptions about choice of input parameters such as Manning 

n, channel geometry, etc. 

As is, Appendix F does not provide convincing evidence that proposed changes on 

Sullivan Creek will have little or no consequence upstream. There appear to be problems 

with the model, as noted below. 

As noted above, the Chicken Creek diversion into the North Pool is not even discussed. 

On the figures: 

Figs. F-2 and F-3, hydraulic workmaps, are damaged and unreadable in places. 

All figures need detailed captions explaining every line type and symbol. 

Fig. F-3 does not show wetlands area 2B, which is shown on Fig. F-4. 

Fig. F-4--contours are not labelled clearly. 

What do wavy lines on maps represent? A diagrammatic representation of trees? 

The scale on the maps is not labelled in feet. 

Where are cross-sections corresponding to the red lines on the maps? 

On the modeling: 

In the modeling in Appendix F, lower flood-flow levels are used for Sullivan Creek than 

those cited in PLPRP (2012) Appx 2, Table 2; why are the lower values used? 

2 yr--   436 cu ft per second (PLPRP) vs   338 cfs (CEQA)--a 23% lower figure 

5 yr-- 1002 cu ft per second (PLPRP) vs   777 cfs (CEQA)--a 22.5% lower figure 

10 yr-- 1412 cu ft per second (PLPRP) vs 1180 cfs (CEQA)--a 16.5% lower figure 

25 yr-- 2239 cu ft per second (PLPRP) vs 1790 cfs (CEQA)--a 20% lower figure 

50 yr-- 2885 cu ft per second (PLPRP)  vs 2350 cfs (CEQA)--a 19% lower figure 

100 yr--3854 cu ft per second (PLPRP) vs 2980 cfs (CEQA)--a 23% lower figure. 
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There appear to be inconsistencies in model results presented in Tables 4-9 of Appendix 

F. These need further explanation.

For example: At RS-810 and 860, even under existing channel conditions on Sullivan

Creek (Fig. F-2), the model predicts that water surface elevation (WSE) and velocity (V)

are lower for successively greater flooding events in which streamflow is assumed to

increase by up to 8 times (e.g., from 338 cfs to 2980 cfs)!

Other questions about modelling: 

For the modeling, what lake level ("downstream boundary condition") is assumed for 

present conditions? 

What is "mixed" flow regime? 

Steady vs unsteady flow? 

Is flow assumed to be turbulent? 

At which flow rate is the channel assumed to be filled, and beyond which flow spreads 

across the floodplain? 

What floodplain parameters are used? 

What sediment parameters are used? 

How does the model take account of channel sinuousity and vegetation? 

Additionally, footnote 5 in the tables indicates the computer model includes flood flow 

from Powerhouse Creek (about 1/3 of flow in Sullivan Creek) at RS-660 and 

downstream. Shouldn't the results show a step-function increase in WSE and V between 

RS 709 and next lower RS stations (660 to 425) to reflect flood-flow input from 

Powerhouse Creek? 

For the modeling results to be credible, much more description and discussion are 

necessary. 

p. 3-74-75--Proposed modifications to Chicken Creek, including routing streamflow

through a sharp bend in its channel to the North Pool, receive insufficient discussion here.

4. p. 3-80 b. Conflict with land use plans or policies — Less‐ than‐ significant

"As described above, the project area consists of parcels that are designated 
Homestead Residential, Estate Residential, Low Density Residential, Parks 
and Recreation, Open Space, and Agricultural. Sediment removal and reuse 
activities would take place within the lakebed area and the adjacent 
wetlands, and much of the sediment would be hauled to the CRAR and 
Summers property. Public facilities and utilities are permitted, compatible, 
or conditional uses in all of these designations. Although portions of the 
CRAR are designated Open Space, the placement of fill on the property 
would lead to replanting of orchard on those areas, resulting in no change of 
use. Placement of sediment on the Summers property would likewise not 
result in a change in use. The impact of the project would be less‐than‐
significant."  

The logic leading to this conclusion is not clear. Here, the document needs to 

explain fully how the project plan is consistent with zoning or land-use 

designations of the various properties around the lake; e.g., homestead residential, 

AE-37, parks and recreation, low density residential, open space, etc. 

9-51,
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3a. The potential impacts on agricultural lands are poorly known--need to consult 

Chapter 17.08 of the Tuolumne County Ordinance Code. 

3.11 Mineral resources 

p. 3-84--There appears to be a contradiction here, as "construction aggregate" is a class of

mineral deposit:
"The Proposed Project is not anticipated to remove any economically viable 
mineral deposits from the lake........The material removed from the lake 
would primarily be mixed alluvium consisting of sands, silts, and clays. The 
composition of the sediment and its location does make it an economically 
viable source of construction aggregate. The Proposed Project would have a 
less‐than‐significant impact related to the loss of availability of important 
mineral resources." 

Additionally, the statement above that "the composition of the sediment and its location 

does make it an economically viable source of construction aggregate" is incomplete, as 

it is clear that the sediment obviously has value both as agricultural soil and as fill for 

potential home sites. 

3.13 Population and housing 

It seems disingenuous to say there will be no effect on inducing population growth, when 

placing sediment on Summers Property will enable them to construct new homes for sale. 

p. 2-15--on this page, the following statement appears:
"Summers Property 
The Summers property, immediately north of the lake, was used as a 
sediment disposal site for previous dredging events in the 1980s. This 
property would be used for construction access and staging for the Proposed 
Project, as well as for sediment disposal. Figure 2‐3 shows a conceptual 
grading plan for sediment placed at this site. Sediment would be placed and 
compacted at slopes ranging from 4h:1v to 24h:1v. The maximum fill heights 
would reach 15 ft above the existing ground surface. Up to 60,000 CY of 
sediment would be placed on the Summers property. The Summers family 
intends to build homes on this property in the future, but home 
construction is not part of the Proposed Project." (emphasis added). 

The grading plan in Fig. 2-3 appears to be designed to create a level terrace suitable for 

building. A rough estimate of the area of fill on the Summers site is about 2.3 acres; it is 

not known how many additional acres will be used. 

5. p. 3-98 Roadways--The discussion of possible transportation effects ignores impacts

on Lyons-Bald Mtn Road, the principal public access road to the project area.

6. How can TUD conclude there will be no significant impacts on wetlands, when there

are no findings from USACE on wet lands, or their relation to the proposed project plans,

in the project area?
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